Introduction {#section1-1176935116686062}
============

Background {#section2-1176935116686062}
----------

Gastric cancer accounts for higher morbidity and mortality rates worldwide.^[@bibr1-1176935116686062],[@bibr2-1176935116686062]^ The latest rate of gastric cancer is 7.4 per 100 000 per year. The death rate is 3.3 per 100 000 men and women per year. Based on the estimates of the American Cancer Society for gastric cancer in the United States, an estimated 26 370 cases will be diagnosed with gastric cancer in 2016. It is estimated that due to this disease, 10 730 deaths will occur this year. The incidence of gastric cancer varies worldwide. Although gastric cancer is decreasing in the Western countries, it is still considered one of the most common types of cancers worldwide. Considering these facts, gastric cancer is one of the most preferred fields for investigation.^[@bibr3-1176935116686062],[@bibr4-1176935116686062]^

To facilitate clinical decision making, the methods of survival analysis have been widely applied in gastric cancer studies, and a number of parametric regression models as well as the Cox proportional hazard models have been used. Most studies that used parametric methods or the Cox models have aimed at finding the relative importance of the prognostic factors in the development of the disease. The findings of these studies have revealed that some histologic, biomedical, and clinical variables have prognostic utility; however, these models have not qualified to provide an outcome prediction for patients with a given set of variables.^[@bibr5-1176935116686062]^ Thus, for an individual patient, the prediction of the disease outcome still remains a challenging task.^[@bibr6-1176935116686062]^

In recent years, a lot of attention has been paid to the application of artificial neural network (ANN)--based methods for developing prognostic models in medicine. Artificial neural network models have been used in diagnosis, prognosis, and outcome prediction in a number of cancer studies. The usefulness of the ANN methodology is justified by the fact that ANN models do not assume a certain prior functional form and do not require fulfilling the assumptions required by a statistical technique. In this regard, multilayer feed-forward ANN models, also known as universal function approximators,^[@bibr7-1176935116686062]^ can overcome the proportionality and linearity constraints imposed by the conventional survival analysis techniques. A comparison of the performance of ANN models with other conventional statistical methods is demonstrated in a comprehensive study,^[@bibr6-1176935116686062]^ wherein the use of ANN models for the diagnosis and prognosis of a number of gastrointestinal diseases is investigated.^[@bibr8-1176935116686062]^ The findings demonstrated that for all diagnostic, prognostic, and prediction tasks, ANN models outperformed the conventional statistical methods.

Censoring is the distinguishing feature of survival analysis. In principle, censoring occurs when we have some information about the survival time of an individual, but we do not know the exact survival time. For example, a patient may neglect to follow up during the time of the study, withdraw from the clinical trial, or experience a different event such as accidental death. In all such situations, the precise survival time of the patient will remain unknown. The standard structure of a neural network model does not allow a direct modelling of the censored data. This implies that the development of an ANN model for survival predictions requires the introduction of some strategies for incorporating censored data in constructing ANN survival models.

To estimate the survival of patients with cancer, the ANN models were first used by Ravdin and Clark.^[@bibr9-1176935116686062]^ They were also the first who questioned how to handle the censored data in neural network implementation for survival analysis. An ANN was developed and validated on a real clinical data set of 1373 patients with node-positive breast cancer. In their model, the time was recorded as a predictor. The follow-up time was split into different time intervals. The input vector of each failed subject was replicated for all time intervals. However, the censored subjects were replicated only for the observation of intervals. In addition, Ravdin and Clark reported that the network output roughly corresponds to the probability of unconditional events estimated using the Kaplan-Meier (K-M) method. However, the survival curves generated by this approach may not be monotonically decreasing.

Liestbl et al^[@bibr10-1176935116686062]^ integrated the survival analysis theory with the ANN methodology in a discrete multiple classification framework. They grouped the observed time $T$ with $k$ distinct intervals and specified the output nodes for each interval. For subject $i$, the $k{th}$ target represents the survival status of the subject in the $k{th}$ interval, and it is unspecified after failing or the censoring time. The proportional odds model is expressed as follows:

$$\frac{h_{k}\left( X_{i} \right)}{1 - h_{k}\left( X_{i} \right)} = \frac{h_{k}\left( 0 \right)}{1 - h_{k}\left( 0 \right)}\exp\left( {\beta^{T}X_{i}} \right)\mspace{9mu} k = 1,2,\ldots,K,$$

where $X_{i}$ is the covariate vector, $\beta$ is the vector of regression coefficients, and $h_{0}(t)$ is the baseline hazard rate for individuals with $X = 0$.

By defining

$$\theta_{k} = \log\left\lbrack \frac{h_{k}\left( 0 \right)}{1 - h_{k}\left( 0 \right)} \right\rbrack,$$

[equation (2)](#disp-formula2-1176935116686062){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be expressed as follows:

$$h_{k}\left( X_{i} \right) = \frac{\exp\left( {\theta_{k} + \beta^{T}X_{i}} \right)}{\exp\left( {\theta_{k} + \beta^{T}X_{i}} \right)}$$

Thus, the distinct hazard rates are modelled with a logistic regression model that is a linear combination of covariate values.

The method proposed by Brown et al^[@bibr11-1176935116686062]^ is similar to that proposed earlier.^[@bibr10-1176935116686062]^ For the uncensored subjects, the target value is set to 0 as long as the subject is alive, and it is set to 1 when the subject encounters the event. The output values are unconstrained for all subsequent time intervals. However, a censored subject is considered to have survived to the end of the interval only if the subject has survived for more than half of the interval before being censored.

This approach is measurable and provides monotonic survival curves. However, some outputs are coded as 'not defined' and do not affect the error function.^[@bibr12-1176935116686062],[@bibr13-1176935116686062]^

As a multiple time-point model, Street^[@bibr14-1176935116686062]^ proposed a neural network model for predicting the survival at 10 different time intervals, which makes the appropriate use of the censored observations. The output layer has a hyperbolic tangent activation function so that all output nodes vary between −1 and +1. In the output layer, each node represents the probability of survival for a corresponding time period. The first output unit represents recurrent patients in 1 year or less than 1 year following the surgery, whereas the second output unit represents recurrent patients between 1 and 2 or 3 years, up to 10 years.

Chi et al^[@bibr15-1176935116686062]^ proposed a variation in the Street method and compared the prediction results obtained from 2 breast cancer data sets. They used a multiple output neural network model with a sigmoid activation function for predicting the probability of recurrence at different time intervals for each patient. The target vector for the censored patients is derived using the K-M survival curves. The researchers also used the model to differentiate patients with 'good' (more than 5 years) and 'bad' (less than 5 years) prognoses. However, the study did not address a strategy for evaluating the performance of model in predicting the outcomes at different time intervals.

There are also a number of other approaches for modelling the hazard function. In this regard, an ANN model for predicting hazard as a function of covariates and time has been proposed.^[@bibr16-1176935116686062]^ Uncensored cases were repeated only for the time intervals in which they were actually observed. As a result, the failed subjects were not considered after the time interval of death. This approach, also referred to as the partial logistic artificial neural network (PLANN) model, has been applied by several authors. Other scholars have used the PLANN model in the Bayesian framework and applied it for oncological prognosis.^[@bibr17-1176935116686062][@bibr18-1176935116686062]--[@bibr19-1176935116686062]^ In addition, the PLANN methodology has been used for competing risks.^[@bibr20-1176935116686062][@bibr21-1176935116686062]--[@bibr22-1176935116686062]^

There have been a significant number of publications that applied the ANN approaches in gastric cancer diagnosis and prognosis. Nevertheless, no study has been conducted on constructing an ANN strategy for modelling the censored survival data. A literature review of ANN models applied in gastric cancer prognosis demonstrated that in many studies the censored patients have been excluded from the data set or no clear strategies have been addressed for dealing with censoring.^[@bibr23-1176935116686062][@bibr24-1176935116686062][@bibr25-1176935116686062]--[@bibr26-1176935116686062]^

Accordingly, this study proposed a single time-point ANN model for predicting the probability of death for patients with gastric cancer, and a strategy is also suggested for dealing with censored data. Using the proposed strategy, the censored subjects are not excluded from the data set. Five sets of multilayer feed-forward ANN models were constructed for predicting the survival of patients at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years after surgery. Because the neural networks used are defined as single-output networks that predict the survival at only 1 time point, each of the time points is analysed by a separate neural network.

Materials and Methods {#section3-1176935116686062}
=====================

Data set description {#section4-1176935116686062}
--------------------

The data set used in this study was obtained from a retrospective study on patients with confirmed gastric cancer conducted at the Research Center for Gastroenterology and Liver Disease at Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran. The data set consists of the records of 452 patients who underwent surgery at Taleghani Hospital, Tehran, Iran. The event of interest is defined as death, and losses or failure to follow-up is considered as censorship.

Patients who died had a survival time up to the point of death, and the survival time recorded for live patients spans from surgery (total or subtotal gastrectomy) to the last known follow-up date. For each patient, the survival time is recorded in months. The selection criterion includes patients with known survival time and survival status.

The data set was compiled using the demographic information of patients, which includes gender, age, marital status, education, ethnicity, main activity, as well as medical history and clinical and pathologic information concerning the tumour and its growth rate, such as tumour size, grading, pathologic stage, histologic type, and lymph node metastasis. The data set contains 20 predictor variables. A total of 161 (35.6%) patients died because of gastric cancer during the follow-up time, and 291 (64.4%) patients were censored by their last follow-up time. The median follow-up time was 11.90 months (range, 1-123 months).

Single time-point ANN model {#section5-1176935116686062}
---------------------------

This study proposes a single time-point ANN approach that can predict the survival probability of a patient at any predetermined point of time. A single time-point ANN model is efficient when prognosis is of interest at a specified time point. For example, in cancer studies, the survival rate is generally reported within 5 years of treatment. In public health studies involving the development of certain diseases or conditions, the event occurrence is generally observed within 10 years.^[@bibr27-1176935116686062]^ In such cases, a neural network structure can be developed for producing the outcome estimates at specific follow-up times. The proposed single time-point ANN approach has the advantage that no temporal structure such as proportional hazards is assumed in the model, which allows for flexible survival data modelling.

The single time-point ANN model presented in this study, also called a binary classification ANN, is essentially a logistic regression analogue for binary classification tasks. In a binary classification problem, an input pattern is classified into 1 of the 2 nonoverlapped classes, say *C*~1~ and *C*~2~. The decision is based on estimating the conditional probability of observing an individual with class level $C_{1}$ given a set of covariate values.^[@bibr28-1176935116686062]^ In a linear logistic regression model, a single target variable $Y$ is defined such that $Y = 1$ denotes class $C_{1}$ and $Y = 0$ denotes class $C_{2}$.

Let $\left. p(x) = P(Y = 1 \middle| X = x) \right.$, the logistic regression model is expressed as follows:

$$p(x) = \frac{\exp(\beta_{0} + \beta_{x})}{1 + \exp(\beta_{0} + \beta_{x})} = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(\beta_{0} + \beta_{x})}$$

Equivalently, the log odds, called the logit, show the linear relationship as follows:

$${logit}\lbrack p(x)\rbrack = \log\frac{p(x)}{1 - p(x)} = \beta_{0} + \beta_{x},$$

where the unknown parameters $\beta$ are called the 'regression coefficients' and are estimated using the maximum likelihood procedure. This equates the logit link function to the linear predictor. To minimise the misclassification rate, we should predict $Y = 1$ when $P \geq .5$ and $Y = 0$ when $P < .5$.

To implement the model using an ANN model, we considered the network that is presented in [Figure 1](#fig1-1176935116686062){ref-type="fig"}. The network is set up in 3 interconnected layers: an input layer with nodes corresponding to the prognostic covariates, a hidden layer for modelling nonlinearity, and a single output layer that represents survival at a certain time point.

![Target values for censored and uncensored patients.](10.1177_1176935116686062-fig1){#fig1-1176935116686062}

The network is composed of $p$ input units, $H$ hidden units, and 1 output unit. The units in the input layer $x = (x_{1},\ldots,x_{p})^{\prime}$ correspond to prognostic covariates. Each unit in the hidden layer estimates a weighted sum of the input variables and the bias. By selecting a common activation function $\Lambda$ for the hidden units, the output of the hidden unit $h$ is given by

$$O_{h} = \Lambda\left( {w_{0h} + {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p}{w_{ih}x_{i}}}} \right)\mspace{9mu} i = 1,\ldots,p,\ h = 1,\ldots,H,$$

where $w_{ih}$ is the weight from input $i$ to the hidden unit $h$ and $w_{0h}$ is the bias for the hidden unit $h,\ h = 1,\ldots,H$. The activation function used here is a logistic function given by $\Lambda(u) = 1/(1 + \exp( - u))$.

During transmission to the output units, $o_{h}$ is multiplied by weights $w_{h}$ and a bias parameter $w_{0}$ is added to provide the net value:

$$\left( {w_{0} + {\sum\limits_{h = 1}^{H}{w_{h}o_{h}}}} \right)$$

where $w_{h}$ is the weight from the hidden node $h$ to the output unit and $w_{0}$ is the bias for the output unit. The output unit value is calculated by applying another logistic activation function $\Lambda( \cdot )$ to the weighted sum of the hidden unit values and the bias. The network output is obtained as follows:

$$y = f(x,w) = \Lambda\left( {w_{0} + {\sum\limits_{h = 1}^{H}{w_{h}o_{h}}}} \right) = \Lambda\left( {w_{0} + {\sum\limits_{h = 1}^{H}{w_{h} \cdot \Lambda\left( {w_{0h} + {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p}{w_{i}x_{i}}}} \right)}}} \right)$$

### Extending the single time-point ANN for modelling survival data {#section6-1176935116686062}

This section demonstrates how a single time-point ANN model can be developed for predicting the probability of death for survival data. We begin with some notation. Let $T$ be a random variable that represents the time to death with the probability density function $f(t)$ and the cumulative distribution function $F(t)$. The survival function is given by $S(t) = \Pr(T > t) = 1 - F(T)$. The predicted probability of a patient dying before a fixed time $t$ is then given by $\hat{F}(t) = 1 - \hat{S}(t)$.^[@bibr29-1176935116686062]^ Now, the primary objective is to develop an ANN model for predicting the probability of death in a single time interval $A_{l} = (0,t_{l}\rbrack$ as a function of the covariates $x_{i}$. The probability of an event in interval $A_{l}$ is given by

$$\left. P(T \leq t_{l} \middle| x_{i}) = 1 - S(t_{l} \middle| x_{i}) \right.$$

In particular, a single time-point ANN model is applied for predicting the probability that a patient will die before the specific time $t_{l}$. To extend the model for predicting the probability of death for survival data, a binary target variable $d_{n}$ is defined as the indicator of death occurring for the *n*th patient, which takes a value of 1 if the death occurs within the particular time period $A_{l} = (0,t_{l}\rbrack$, and 0 otherwise. The model corresponds to fitting of the logistic regression models to survival data.^[@bibr30-1176935116686062]^

When no hidden layer is introduced in the calculation, the corresponding model is given by

$$f(x,w) = P(T \leq t_{l}|x_{i}) = \Lambda\left( {w_{0} + {\sum\limits_{h = 1}^{H}{w_{h} \cdot \Lambda\left( {w_{0h} + {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p}{w_{ih}x_{i}}}} \right)}}} \right)$$

The rule of prediction for the *n*th patient with the covariate vector $x^{(n)} = (x_{1}^{(n)},\ldots,x_{p}^{(n)})^{\prime}$ is expressed as follows:

$$y^{(n)} = f(x^{(n)},w) = P(T \leq t_{l}|x_{i}) = \Lambda\left( {w_{0} + {\sum\limits_{h = 1}^{H}{w_{h} \cdot \Lambda\left( {w_{0h} + {\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{p}{w_{ih}x_{i}^{(n)}}}} \right)}}} \right)$$

The network output is defined as the probability of death before a specific time $t_{l}$. This model can be considered as a network that has been trained with death probabilities, and the predicted outputs are the probabilities of dying before a specific time point $t_{l}$. Obviously, such models can be repeatedly applied for the prediction of survival probability before fixed time points $t_{1} < t_{2} < \cdots < t_{L}$. Because the objective of this study is to predict 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-year survival in patients with gastric cancer, 5 separate single time-point ANN models were developed for predicting the outcome of patients after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years. The model was fitted using written codes in R-language. We used the nnet library described in an earlier work^[@bibr12-1176935116686062]^ with amendments to cope with the censored data.^[@bibr28-1176935116686062]^

Modelling of censored data {#section7-1176935116686062}
--------------------------

Although the proposed ANN model can be applied to survival data, it has the drawback that all patients need to be observed until the event occurs. If patients are censored within $A_{l}$, their removal from the data set leads to biased estimates.^[@bibr30-1176935116686062]^ To deal with the problem of censored data, the following procedure is used.

In the absence of censoring, the target variable $d_{n}$ represents the actual outcome (status) of the $n{th}$ patient at a specific follow-up time. However, the existence of censoring requires some modifications in the fundamental method so that the target variable can be presented to the ANN model. For an uncensored patient, the target value is considered 1 if the patient dies before the given time point $t_{l}$, and 0 otherwise.

For a censored observation, the actual outcome is unknown, but only the censoring time is known. Due to this partial information, complications arise and it is unclear how to proceed because there is no target variable for training in this case.^[@bibr31-1176935116686062]^ For example, according to the study, it is known that the patient was alive for 1 year, but there is no information what happened after that. The simplest way to deal with censoring is to exclude the censored subjects for whom the censoring time is shorter than $t_{l}$ and develop the model with the remaining noncensored data. However, excluding the censored patients reduces the number of training cases and influences the results.^[@bibr12-1176935116686062],[@bibr32-1176935116686062]^ Alternatively, an attempt is made for estimating the outcome of a patient whose censoring time was less than $t_{l}$. The Cox model was thus used for estimating the probability of death of the censored patients. For a prediction in interval $A_{l} = (0,t_{l}\rbrack$, the target variable can be expressed as follows:

$$d_{n} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{1\ \ \ \ {if}\ {the}\ {event}\ {time} \leq t_{l}} \\
{0\ \ \ {if}\ {the}\ {event}\ {or}\ {censoring}\ {time} > t_{l}} \\
{{\hat{p}}_{n}\ {if}\ {the}\ {censoring}\ {time} \leq t_{l}} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

where ${\hat{p}}_{n}$ is the estimated probability of dying before $t_{l}$ for the $n{th}$ patient who was censored before time point $t_{l}$. The process of defining the target vector is explained in [Figure 1](#fig1-1176935116686062){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 1](#fig1-1176935116686062){ref-type="fig"} presents an example with 4 observations. For the first patient who failed before $t_{l}$, the target variable was equal to $1$. For the second patient who survived beyond $t_{l}$, the target variable was equal to 0, indicating no event before $t_{l}$. For the third patient who was censored after $t_{l}$, the target value was equal to 0, indicating no event occurred before $t_{l}$. For the fourth patient, the censoring time was shorter than $t_{l}$, so the target value was imputed using the Cox model.

Training the Network {#section8-1176935116686062}
====================

To optimise the performance of the network, the process of training a neural network adjusts the weight and bias parameter values.^[@bibr33-1176935116686062]^ The weights are estimated by minimising an appropriate error function. The sum of squares is the most commonly applied error function in many related studies. However, the cross-entropy error function is a more appropriate option for an error function,^[@bibr7-1176935116686062]^ which is given by [equation (13)](#disp-formula13-1176935116686062){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where $d_{n}$ is the actual outcome for the $n{th}$ patient and $y_{n} = f(w,x^{(n)})$ denotes the probability of death predicted by the ANN model for the $n{th}$ patient:

$$E = - {\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N}\left\lbrack {d_{n}\log y_{n} + (1 - d_{n})\log(1 - y_{n})} \right\rbrack}$$

To minimise the cross-entropy error function, the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno quasi-Newton training algorithm^[@bibr28-1176935116686062]^ was used and thereby its efficiency and speed were proven in practice. In the quasi-Newton algorithm, the error function always decreases at each iteration unless the weight vector arrives at a local or a global minimum.^[@bibr7-1176935116686062]^

K-fold cross-validation {#section9-1176935116686062}
-----------------------

In the *K*-fold cross-validation, the data set is randomly divided into *K* mutually exclusive subsets of approximately equal size. The most commonly used values of *K* are 5 and 10.^[@bibr34-1176935116686062]^ In this study, the 5-fold cross-validation was performed on our original data set for determining the error rate.^[@bibr35-1176935116686062]^ For the 5-fold cross-validation, the data set was divided into 5 disjoint subsets of approximately equal size. Four subsets were used for training the network in each run. The subset that was left out was used for testing the model and the results were recorded. Then, a different subset was selected to be left out, and the network was trained with all the other 4 subsets and tested with the excluded one. This process was repeated 5 times so that every subset was used once as a test set and all patients were tested. Finally, all results were combined to approximate the true error.

Hence, all data were used for training the network. Furthermore, the cross-validation is known to provide an unbiased estimation of the generalisation error rate.^[@bibr36-1176935116686062]^

### Model selection {#section10-1176935116686062}

The number of units in the hidden layer needs to be determined, which plays an important role in model accuracy.^[@bibr37-1176935116686062]^ In the proposed model, the optimal number of hidden units was determined by a constructive learning process. Training began with a network with no hidden units. One or more new hidden units were added to the hidden layer at a time.^[@bibr6-1176935116686062],[@bibr38-1176935116686062]^ The number of hidden units was increased progressively until the network performance began to deteriorate.^[@bibr39-1176935116686062]^

In the development of the ANN model, overfitting is another challenge. The inability of the network to generalise the unseen data is known as overfitting. For an overfitted ANN model, the network performance is satisfactory for the training set; however, it significantly deteriorates when unseen data are presented to the network.

To generalise well and to avoid overfitting, the model was trained using a combination of regularisation and early stopping techniques.^[@bibr7-1176935116686062],[@bibr40-1176935116686062]^ If applied properly, early stopping and regularisation can ensure network generalisation.^[@bibr33-1176935116686062]^ As discussed above, for the proposed model, the weights were estimated by minimising the cross-entropy error function as presented in [equation (13)](#disp-formula13-1176935116686062){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Using weight decay as a regularisation technique, the error function was modified by adding a penalty term $\lambda{\sum_{i,j}w_{ij}^{2}}$, which is a multiple of the sum of the squares of weights $w_{ij}$. The coefficient $\lambda$ is called the weight decay parameter. Adding a penalty term penalises large weights and improves the convergence of the optimisation algorithm.^[@bibr16-1176935116686062]^ Finally, a cross-validation technique was used for finding the best combination of the weight decay parameter $\lambda$ and the number of hidden units at the same time. The weight decay parameter varied according to the number of hidden units in the model, usually over a range of 0.001 to 1.^[@bibr29-1176935116686062]^

The network was fitted using the $\lambda$ values between 0.001 and 0.1, whereas the number of hidden nodes ranged between 0 and 30. The combination of the number of hidden units and the weight decay parameter that achieved the highest accuracy was selected. The combination of the number of hidden units and the weight decay parameter that achieved the highest accuracy was selected. While selecting the best number of hidden units and the amount of weight decay, the model was trained several times on the data using different starting weights. Eventually, a network structure with 10 units in the hidden layer and a weight decay coefficient of 0.01 were selected to achieve the best performance. An alternative to weight decay as a means of controlling the effective network complexity is the procedure of early stopping. For early stopping, the maximum number of iterations was set to 1000.^[@bibr41-1176935116686062]^

Prognostic variables {#section11-1176935116686062}
--------------------

The sensitivity analysis has been used to find the best set of prognostic factors. As noted by many researchers in this field, most of the time, ANN models may offer better predictive ability but not much explanatory value.^[@bibr42-1176935116686062]^ This observation is generally true, but the sensitivity analysis can be performed for providing information about the relative importance of the input variables in predicting the output.

The fundamental notion is that the sensitivity analysis measures the predictor variables based on the change in model's performance that occurs if a predictor variable is not included in the model.^[@bibr43-1176935116686062]^ [Table 1](#table1-1176935116686062){ref-type="table"} illustrates the final set of the input variables that were selected through the sensitivity analysis for constructing the single time-point ANN model. The present sensitivity analysis results are based on 5 different ANN models developed for 5 data folds.

###### 

Final set of predictor variables used by the artificial neural network (ANN) model.

![](10.1177_1176935116686062-table1)

  Variable                         Attributes                  No.   Percent
  -------------------------------- --------------------------- ----- ---------
  Age at diagnosis                 ⩽45                         77    17
                                   \>45                        375   83
  Tumour size                      \<35 mm                     332   73.5
                                   ⩾35 mm                      120   26.5
  Extent of wall penetration       T1                          17    3.8
                                   T2                          72    15.9
                                   T3                          253   56
                                   T4                          110   24.3
  Regional lymph node metastasis   N1                          126   27.9
                                   N2                          257   56.9
                                   N3                          69    15.3
  Pathologic distance metastasis   M0                          371   82.1
                                   M1                          81    17.9
  Tumour grade                     Well differentiated         88    19.5
                                   Moderately differentiated   116   25.7
                                   Poorly differentiated       145   32.1
                                   Undifferentiated            103   22.8

Using the sensitivity analysis, the most important leading factor in predicting the gastric cancer survivability was determined to be 'distant metastasis' followed by 'tumour size', 'regional lymph node metastasis', and 'age'. This result is consistent with some earlier studies that demonstrated these are important prognostic factors in the prediction of gastric cancer survival.^[@bibr25-1176935116686062],[@bibr44-1176935116686062][@bibr45-1176935116686062]--[@bibr46-1176935116686062]^ The 5 ANN models constructed for predicting the outcome at 5 different time points are in agreement with the variables that are most important for the prediction of outcome.

Validation Methods {#section12-1176935116686062}
==================

In assessing the traditional survival analysis models, the detection of the departure from the underlying model assumptions and the selection of the best model with respect to the training data have been emphasised.^[@bibr29-1176935116686062]^ Regarding the neural network models, the main interest is to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the model.

Different criteria were used for evaluating the performance of the single time-point ANN model. According to this study, patients were classified as 'alive' if the event (death) did not occur during the time period considered and were classified as 'dead' otherwise. Several terms are commonly used for measuring the accuracy of the diagnosis model: true-positive (TP), true-negative (TN), false-negative (FN), and false-positive (FP).^[@bibr47-1176935116686062]^ These results are summarised in a confusion matrix, which represents the classification results.^[@bibr48-1176935116686062]^ For a 2-class prediction problem, the upper left cell (TP) denotes the number of the patients correctly classified as 'dead' and the lower right cell (TN) represents the number of the patients correctly classified as 'alive'.

The other 2 cells are FN and FP, which indicate the number of the misclassified patients.

Once the confusion matrix was formed, the accuracy ([equation (14)](#disp-formula14-1176935116686062){ref-type="disp-formula"}), sensitivity ([equation (15)](#disp-formula15-1176935116686062){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and specificity ([equation (16)](#disp-formula16-1176935116686062){ref-type="disp-formula"}), as well as the positive predictive values ([equation (17)](#disp-formula17-1176935116686062){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the negative predictive values ([equation (18)](#disp-formula18-1176935116686062){ref-type="disp-formula"}), were calculated to recognise the ability of the ANN model to classify the patients correctly^[@bibr48-1176935116686062],[@bibr49-1176935116686062]^:

$$Accuracy = \frac{TN + TP}{TN + TP + FN + FP}$$

$$Sensitivity = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$$

$$Specificity = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}$$

$$Positive\ predicted\ value = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}$$

$$Negative\ predicted\ value = \frac{TN}{TN + FN}$$

The proportion of the TPs that are correctly identified by the model is called sensitivity. It shows how good the model is at detecting a death. For example, 90% sensitivity means that when a test is conducted (using the ANN model) on a patient who has died, there is a 90% chance this patient will be identified as 'dead'. The proportion of the TNs correctly identified by the model is called specificity. It shows how well the model identifies the 'alive' (negative) condition. Accuracy is defined as the ratio of the correctly classified cases to the total number of the patients. A positive predictive value provides the proportion of the patients with the positive test results (predicted as 'dead') who have actually died.

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was also used to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the proposed ANN model,^[@bibr50-1176935116686062],[@bibr51-1176935116686062]^ which is generally used to measure the discriminatory power.^[@bibr52-1176935116686062]^ The ROC curve is indicated by a plot of sensitivity against 1 minus the specificity for different threshold values.^[@bibr53-1176935116686062]^ Overall, the diagnostic accuracy of an ROC curve is indicated by the area under the ROC curve (AUROC). The AUROC provides a method of measuring the accuracy of a diagnostic test. The larger the area, the more accurate the diagnostic test. Therefore, the AUROC values closer to 1 indicate a perfect model, whereas a value of 0.5 indicates that the predictor is no better than chance.^[@bibr6-1176935116686062],[@bibr29-1176935116686062],[@bibr54-1176935116686062]^ The cross-validation estimate of the overall AUROC is calculated as the average of the 5 individual AUROC measures obtained from 5 test sets.

The model calibration assesses a different aspect of prediction than the AUROC criteria.^[@bibr55-1176935116686062]^ The model calibration was checked using the Hosmer-Lemeshow (H-L) goodness-of-fit test.^[@bibr56-1176935116686062]^ The H-L test is a chi-square goodness-of-fit test that determines the degree of agreement between the probabilities generated by the model and the actual outcomes. All subjects were sorted based on their predicted probabilities of death and were divided into deciles. The chi-square statistic test was then calculated based on the differences found between the observed and the expected survival probabilities in each decile. The $\chi^{2}$ and *P* value are calculated for a given significant level $\alpha$. A value of *P* greater than .05 indicates no significant difference between the predicted and the observed survival probabilities,^[@bibr57-1176935116686062]^ whereas a higher *P* value defines a model with higher calibration.

Results and Discussion {#section13-1176935116686062}
======================

The objective of the single time-point model is to predict the probability of death at specific time points. Five separate single time-point ANN models were used to predict the probability of death within 1 to 5 years. The occurrence of an event (death) was coded as 1 and the absence of the event was coded as 0. The model outputs included a set of estimated probabilities of death for each patient in the data set. At a given time point, the patients were classified as 'alive' if no death occurred during that time period or as 'dead' otherwise. For a particular patient, according to the classification rule, 'dead' means that the network output is greater than a cut-off level, say 0.5, or 'alive' otherwise.

First, the model was evaluated for a number of misclassifications. [Table 2](#table2-1176935116686062){ref-type="table"} displays the confusion matrix for predictions within 1 to 3 years.

###### 

Predicted and actual outcomes within 1, 2, and 3 years using single time-point ANN models.

![](10.1177_1176935116686062-table2)

  Confusion matrices                                          
  -------------------- --------- ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----
  Predicted by ANN     'Dead'    75   13    184   16    266   17
                       'Alive'   31   333   34    218   31    138

Abbreviation: ANN, artificial neural network.

[Table 2](#table2-1176935116686062){ref-type="table"} demonstrates that out of 452 patients, 106 (75 + 31) patients died before 1 year and 346 (333 + 13) patients survived past 1 year. The model accurately classifies 333 nonsurvivors and 75 survivors with an accuracy of 90.3%. [Table 2](#table2-1176935116686062){ref-type="table"} shows the predicted numbers of deaths before 2 years with an accuracy of 88.9%.

In 2 years, 218 (184 + 34) patients died and 234 (16 + 218) patients survived. The ANN model accurately predicted 184 nonsurvivors and 218 survivors with an accuracy of 88.9%. In 3 years, 297 (266 + 31) patients died and 155 (138 + 17) patients survived. The model accurately classified 266 nonsurvivors and 138 survivors with an accuracy of 89.4%. [Table 3](#table3-1176935116686062){ref-type="table"} shows the predicted numbers of deaths within 4 and 5 years.

###### 

Predicted and actual outcomes within 4 and 5 years using single time-point ANN models.

![](10.1177_1176935116686062-table3)

  Confusion matrices                              
  -------------------- --------- ----- ---- ----- ----
  Predicted by ANN     'Dead'    309   21   371   17
                       'Alive'   30    92   30    34

Abbreviation: ANN, artificial neural network.

The models were also evaluated based on the accuracy measures. The results were obtained using 5-fold cross-validation and are based on the average results obtained from the 5 test sets.

As shown in [Table 4](#table4-1176935116686062){ref-type="table"}, for 1-year prediction, the proposed ANN model obtained the classification accuracy of 90.3% with a sensitivity of 70.7% and a specificity of 96.2%, which indicates that the model was more successful in predicting surviving than nonsurviving patients. The positive and negative predictive values were 85.2% and 91.5%, respectively. The AUROC curve was 0.96, which is an example of a perfect model.^[@bibr54-1176935116686062]^

###### 

Performance of single time-point ANN model in predicting survival at 1, 2, and 3 years obtained from the aggregation of 5 test folds.

![](10.1177_1176935116686062-table4)

  Measure                     Prediction of 1-year survival   Prediction of 2-year survival   Prediction of 3-year survival
  --------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------
  Accuracy                    0.903                           0.889                           0.894
  95% CI for accuracy         (0.871-0.928)                   (0.857-0.917)                   (0.862-0.921)
  Sensitivity                 0.707                           0.844                           0.896
  Specificity                 0.962                           0.932                           0.890
  Positive predictive value   0.852                           0.920                           0.940
  Negative predictive value   0.915                           0.865                           0.817
  AUROC                       0.962                           0.958                           0.973
  H-L test                    *P* \> .05                      *P* \> .05                      *P* \> .05

Abbreviations: ANN, artificial neural network; AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; H-L, Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit statistics.

For 2-year prediction, the single time-point ANN model obtained 88.9% accuracy with a sensitivity of 84.4% and a specificity of 93.2%. The positive predictive value obtained was 0.92. The negative predictive value obtained was 86.5%, indicating that among patients predicted by the model as 'alive', 86.5% were actually alive. The AUROC value was 0.958.

The network constructed to predict survival within 3 years achieved 89.4% classification accuracy with a sensitivity of 89.6%, a specificity of 89.0%, and an AUROC value of 0.973. The positive and negative predictive values obtained indicate that among those predicted as 'dead' 94.0% had actually died and among those predicted as 'alive' 81.7% were actually alive. [Table 5](#table5-1176935116686062){ref-type="table"} shows the performance of the model in predicting survival within 4 and 5 years.

###### 

Performance of single time-point ANN model in predicting survival within 4 and 5 years obtained from the aggregation of 5 test folds.

![](10.1177_1176935116686062-table5)

  Measure                     Prediction of 4-year survival   Prediction of 5-year survival
  --------------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------------------
  Accuracy                    0.887                           0.896
  95% CI for accuracy         (0.854-0.915)                   (0.864-0.923)
  Sensitivity                 0.911                           0.925
  Specificity                 0.814                           0.667
  Positive predictive value   0.936                           0.956
  Negative predictive value   0.754                           0.531
  AUROC                       0.950                           0.943
  H-L statistic               *P* \> .05                      *P* \> .05

Abbreviations: ANN, artificial neural network; AUROC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; H-L, Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit statistics.

The single time-point model obtained an accuracy of 88.7% for the prediction within 4 years. The sensitivity and specificity were 91.1% and 81.4%, respectively. The AUROC value obtained was 0.950, which is an example of a perfect model. The proposed model also obtained 89.6% accuracy for prediction within 5 years. The sensitivity and specificity were 92.5% and 66.7%, respectively, and AUROC value obtained was 0.943.

According to the accuracy and the AUROC values, the performance of the single time-point ANN model in predicting the probabilities of death appears to be consistently high for all time points.

An improvement was observed in the sensitivity and positive predictive values of the third and fourth models (predictions within 3 and 4 years) compared with the 2 former models. This can be justified by the fact that the higher number of patients who experienced death at later time points reinforced the ability of the models to identify death (the event) and also enhanced the sensitivity of the predictive models. For the 5-year time point, the ANN model showed low specificity and negative predictive value, which indicates that the model was less successful in identifying no event ('alive') rather than an event ('dead'). This could be due to the lower number of the patients who were still alive by the fifth year. In addition, the results of the H-L test indicate that all models were well fitted (*P* \> .05) and there was no evidence of lack of fit.

To refer a reliable model, the survival rates predicted by the ANN model should be monotonically decreasing at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years. In this regard, a survival curve was obtained from the aggregation of 5 single time-point ANN models, which displays the predicted 1- to 5-year survival rates. As shown in [Figure 2](#fig2-1176935116686062){ref-type="fig"}, the survival curve obtained from the aggregation of the 5 single time-point ANN models resulted in a monotonically decreasing survival curve.

![Survival curve obtained from the aggregation of 5 single time-point artificial neural networks.](10.1177_1176935116686062-fig2){#fig2-1176935116686062}

The proposed ANN model can provide survival predictions for individual patient. In the medical context, such information is valuable for both clinicians and patients. Patients at a high risk of dying could be followed up more frequently than those at a lower risk so that the valuable resources are aligned to those who need them the most. Obtaining information about the prognosis of the patients is also valuable for planning their life.^[@bibr17-1176935116686062]^

Conclusions {#section14-1176935116686062}
===========

Considering many diseases, the prediction of the probable survival of patients can be a challenging objective.^[@bibr31-1176935116686062]^ For different types of cancer, the estimated risk of the patient can directly affect the choice of treatment. However, some investigations usually aim only at finding the relative importance of the prognostic factors or comparing the performance of ANN models with the conventional analysis methods; little effort has been put to apply the ANN methodology to censored data modelling. This study focuses on developing an efficient ANN structure with the ability to handle censored data. Five sets of single time-point feed-forward ANN models were developed for predicting the outcome for gastric cancer patients at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years after surgery. Each network had a single output that represents survival at a certain time point. Applying a 5-fold cross-validation technique helped using all patients in the data set for both model training and testing.

As a result, the ANN prediction models displayed accuracy ranging from 88.7% to 90.2% with sensitivity ranging from 70.2% to 92.5% and specificity ranging from 66.7% to 96.2%. The reported AUROC values more than 0.9 showed that the model was consistently accurate in predicting the survival of patients with gastric cancer within 1 to 5 years. The proposed strategy also indicates that the predictions were based on individual predictor variables, as well as the possible complex interactions between covariates because the interaction terms were intrinsically incorporated in the neural network architecture.

One of the concerns regarding the aggregation of single time-point ANN models is that the survival curve obtained from aggregating several ANN models may not be a monotonic function of time.^[@bibr12-1176935116686062]^ For example, the estimated survival rate within 4 years may be lower than that for 5 years. However, as shown in [Figure 2](#fig2-1176935116686062){ref-type="fig"}, the aggregations of 5 single time-point neural networks resulted in a monotonically decreasing survival curve.

For an individual patient, the predicted survival probability is rarely equal to the observed probability. However, the predicted probabilities should follow the observed probabilities depending on how well the model performs. The H-L test results showed a high degree of agreement between the predicted and the observed survival rates.

This study demonstrates the feasibility of applying ANN models in medical decision support systems that use clinical data sets for predicting the survival of patients with gastric cancer. The clinical application of the proposed ANN prediction models can potentially improve prognosis accuracy and treatment decisions for the patients. The development of better clinical decision support systems for gastric cancer prognosis could decrease uncertainty in prognosis, thus allowing treatment to be focused on patients with the worst expected survival chances.
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